
BHPB Freight Pty Ltd v COSCO Oceania
Chartering Pty Ltd and Braemar SeaScope
Pty Ltd (formerly known as Seawise Pty
Ltd and Southern Chartering Pty Ltd.

The “Global Hawk”



A straight forward case of breach of warranty
of authority…



The facts…



∙  BHPBF – disponent owners of the “Global Hawk”

∙ Cargo – approx 40,000mt bituminous coal

∙ Single trip T/C of approx 16 days

∙ Loading at Chinese ports

∙ T/C hire to be paid in full on delivery

∙ Proposed charterer – New Century International Leasing
Corp
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BHPB claims that COSCO:

1. breached s52 of the TPA (by engaging in misleading or deceptive 
conduct.

2. breached s53B(bb) of the TPA (by falsely representing that a 
particular person had agreed to acquire services from BHPB).

3. breached s53(d) of the TPA (by representing that it had approval 
of or affiliation with NCI it did not have.

4. was negligent.

5. wrongly warranted that it had the authority of NCI to conclude a 
charterparty.



The test of breach of warranty of authority:

“The cases establish that where a person (the first person)
falsely represents that he has authority to act on behalf of
another person in a particular transaction and the person to
whom the representation is made (the second person) is induced
to act on the faith of the representation and suffers loss, the
second person may recover the amount of the loss from the first
person in an action for breach of a collateral contract. It
matters not that the first person acted in good faith, believing
he had the authority which he purported to have.”



“ … COSCO accepted [that it] had represented
to Seawise (and therefore to BHPB) that it was
acting for NCI.”



At 15:34 on 11 October 2004 COSCO Chartering 
sent an email to Seawise:

“If the talk on the biz would be continued 
today, pls keep contact with PIC of the 
chtrs as follows,

PIC, Mr Jacky Cao
Email:  Jacky AT nerashpg.com”



At 21:31 on 11 October 2004, 6 hours later



 

 



++AFTER FIXED AND FAILED REOPEN++
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“…NCI appears to be a reputable organisation.
Jacky, on the other hand, is a rogue.”



“But the true or effective cause of the problem which
has arisen here is COSCO’s representation that it was
authorised to act for NCI and it was on that basis
Seawise concluded the fixture with Jacky.”



Representation of authority:

“Our word is our bond”



“As regards causation, if COSCO had actual
instructions from NCI to enter into a charterparty
Seawise would not have concluded the charterparty
with Jacky and the vessel would not have been
delivered to Nera. COSCO’s failure to hold the
authority which it warranted caused the loss that
BHPB has suffered.”



“…its is not necessary for the plaintiff to enter
into a transaction with the supposed principal
in order to establish an action for breach of
warranty of authority. The cause of action is
established even if the plaintiff enters into a
transaction with another person: see also Penn
v Bristol & West Building Society [1977] 1 WLR
1356



Contact
Speaker:   Robert Wilson

Level 4, 66 Hunter Street
Sydney, New South Wales 2000
Australia

info@nortonwhite.com
www.nortonwhite.com
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